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ABSTRACT: Cholesteryl-L-glutamate (CLG) thin films were investigated when deposited on pure water and on
saturated solutions of water soluble amino acids, to test the capacity of the CLG monolayer to recognize and
incorporate amino acids from the subphase. Analysis of grazing incidence X-ray diffraction measurements indicates
that the hydrophobic amino acids, leucine, isoleucine, and valine, are adsorbed between the glutamate moieties,
within the CLG crystalline monolayer, but also around their domains, forming, for L-Leu and D-Val, crystalline
bilayers. The presence of Cu2+ ions in the aqueous subphase enhances the crystallinity of the CLG monolayer without
overly affecting the lateral packing, by bridging glutamate moieties on neighbor molecules. When amino acids are
injected in a Cu2+ containing solution, the domain size of the mixed monolayers formed with the CLG molecules
and hydrophobic amino acids is drastically increased.

Introduction

Corrugated surfaces are attracting interest in fields
such as catalysis, chromatography, and material science
because of their ability to stereospecifically intercalate
“guest” molecules.1 Studies of the noncovalent interac-
tions governing self-assembly and intercalation can aid
in the development of new and robust molecular materi-
als. One way to generate a corrugated surface is to
induce the self-assembly of molecules composed of two
moieties presenting different cross-sectional areas, the
larger one determining the packing arrangement, leav-
ing room between the smaller moieties. One such
molecule is cholesteryl-L-glutamate (CLG),2 composed
of a hydrophobic steroid moiety with a cross-sectional
area of 38 Å2 and a hydrophilic glutamate substituent
with a cross-sectional area of 24 Å2. This amphiphilic
molecule has the potential to spontaneously form a rigid
steroidal monolayer on water generating a corrugated
surface with chiral grooves exposed to the aqueous
subphase. Here, we examine the interaction between the
glutamate moieties of the CLG monolayer and the
various R-amino acids (H2N-CHX-CO2H) and access
their ability to intercalate between the glutamate
groups depending on their shape, hydrophobicity, and
chirality. Furthermore, copper ions were introduced in
the subphase. Because the affinity between the Cu2+

and the glycine headgroups is strong,3 this complexation
was expected to yield a more robust CLG template and

enhance the crystallinity of the CLG film thereby
strengthening and extending the surface available to
recognize solute molecules. Furthermore, these archi-
tectures might induce thin film crystallization of the
water soluble amino acids at the periphery of the
crystalline clusters.4 Such interfacial structures, so far
studied by indirect means, may be elucidated on the
molecular level by grazing incidence X-ray diffraction
(GIXD), using synchrotron radiation.

Here, we present the structure of a CLG thin film
deposited on water and on various aqueous solutions of
amino acids, with special attention for enantiomers of
leucine (Leu; X ) CH2-CH-(CH3)2), valine (Val; X )
CH-(CH3)2), isoleucine (Ile; X ) CH(CH3)-CH2-CH3),
and phenylalanine (Phe; X ) CH2-C6H5), in the absence
or presence of the Cu2+ ions.

Experimental Section

Materials. CLG (Figure 1) was synthesized as reported
previously.2 Spreading solutions of ca. 10-7 M CLG in toluene
with 1% trifluoroacetic acid were prepared. Millipore water
with resistivity 18 MΩ cm was used to prepare saturated
aqueous solutions of amino acids and solutions of copper
acetate (10 mM) at 0 °C (Table 1). Amino acids were used as
purchased from Fluka as was copper acetate. Thin films of
CLG were studied on water and on aqueous solution of copper
acetate with and without amino acids in the subphase. For
the copper and amino acid mixed subphases, the same number
of molecules of amino acids as compared to copper ions was
injected beneath the CLG monolayer 1-2 min after initial
deposition.

Surface Pressure-Molecular Area (π-A) Isotherms.
The experiments were done on a KSV MiniTrough with Teflon
barriers. The barrier speed was set at 20 mN/m/min. The
surface pressure was measured with a platinum Wilhelmy
plate. Films were spread at room temperature and cooled to 5
°C before beginning the experiment.
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Second Harmonic Generation (SHG). The experimental
arrangement has been described elsewhere.5 Measurements
were done at room temperature in a homemade Teflon trough
for A ) 36 Å2, π < 10mN/m. Surface pressure was monitored
by a Wilhelmy plate suspended from a microbalance. To
determine the orientation of CLG on L-Leu, we carried out
SHG phase measurements as described in ref 6.

GIXD. Experiments were conducted on the liquid surface
diffractometer at the undulator beamline BW1 in HASYLAB
at DESY (Hamburg, Germany) and at the undulator beamline
ID10B in ESRF (Grenoble, France). On BW1, the beam of a
wavelength λ ) 1.304 Å was selected by a Be(002) monochro-
mator crystal. On ID10B, a double diamond monochromator
selected a single radiation of λ ) 1.552 Å and then a double
mirror deflected this beam onto the sample. On both set ups,
the incident angle was R ) 0.85Rc, where Rc ≈ (λ/Å) × 0.099°
is the critical angle for total reflection of water. The vertical
dispersion of the diffracted beam was analyzed by a position
sensitive detector while the horizontal angle was analyzed by
scanning Soller slits. A more detailed explanation of the
method can be found elsewhere.7 Films were spread at room
temperature; however, all of the GIXD measurements were
performed at the subphase temperature as low as 5 °C in order
to enhance the sample crystallinity. Measurements were done
in the uncompressed state and for A ∼ 38 Å2, π < 10 mN/m.
For all samples, the two GIXD patterns were similar except
for the amino acid and Cu2+ ions mixed subphase as described
in the Results and Discussion section.

Structure determination of the crystalline film was carried
out with the use of computer programs, Cerius2 for molecular

modeling and SHELX-97 for the X-ray structure factor least-
squares refinement.8,9

Results and Discussion

CLG Spread on Water and on Cu Acetate Aque-
ous Solution. The π-A isotherm of CLG (Figure 2a) on
pure water displays a sharp increase in the surface
pressure at A ) 39 Å2, the expected value for close
packed cholesterol moieties, indicating the spontaneous
formation of a monolayer. The film gives a weak but
clear SHG signal giving an estimation of the film
anisotropy (Table 2). The phase measurements per-
formed show that the dipoles of the two moieties, the
steroid and the glutamate, are parallel to each other
aligned in the same direction. The absolute orientation
of the molecule was not investigated by SHG, as the
molecular arrangement can be deduced from GIXD
experiments. The 10 sharp Bragg peaks of the GIXD
pattern have been indexed in an oblique unit cell with
dimensions a ) 10.2 Å, b ) 7.6 Å, γ ) 92.8° (Figure
2b), typical values for a close packing layer motif of the
cholesterol moieties, containing two crystallographically
independent molecules.10,11 The widths of the Bragg
peaks indicate a crystal coherence length of about 300
Å. The Bragg rods show only one modulation with a full
width at half-maximum (fwhm) of 0.26 Å-1, yielding a
first estimate of the film thickness of 2π/fwhm ) 24 Å,
which is about 7 Å larger than the thickness of a
cholesterol monolayer.12 This difference matches the
length of the glutamate moiety, which confirms the self-
assembly of a crystalline monolayer (Figure 3a). More-

Figure 1. Schematic representation of CLG, Phe, Ile, Val,
and Leu molecules.

Table 1. Interaction between Thin Films of CLG
Deposited on Water Soluble Amino Acid

(H2N-CHX-CO2H) Solutions and the Solute Molecules,
the Concentration (C) of Which Was Just below

Saturation at 0 °Ca

X C (g/L) interaction

L-Ala NH3
+-CHCH3-COO- 128 -

L-Asn CH2-CO-NH2 17 -
L-Gln (CH2)2-CO-NH2 30 -
Gly H 142 -
L-Ile CH-CH3-CH2-CH3 ∼20 +
L-Leu CH2-CH-(CH3)2 22 and 11 +
D-Leu 22 and 11 +
L-Met (CH2)2-S-CH3 18 -
L-Phe CH2-C6H5 20 +
D-Phe 20 +
L-Ser CH2-OH 70 -
L-Val CH-(CH3)2 ∼30 +
D-Val ∼30 +

a These amino acids are considered to interact with the CLG
film when the GIXD pattern obtained is different from the pattern
obtained for CLG spread on pure water.

Figure 2. (a) π-A isotherms measured at 5 °C for a film of
CLG spread on water and on a copper acetate solution 10 mM;
(b) Bragg peak data obtained for CLG on a copper acetate
solution and on water. The {hk} Miller indices are relevant to
both patterns.
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over, because X-ray diffraction is sensitive to ordered
systems, this result demonstrates that the glutamate
moieties are ordered despite their lower cross-sectional
area (∼24 Å2) than that of the steroid moiety. The
crystal structure could be determined to near atomic
resolution by refining a starting molecular model con-
structed from the two-dimensional crystal structure of
cholesteryl esters on water.13 X-ray structure factor
least-squares refinement was initiated treating the two
independent molecules in the unit cell as rigid bodies
followed by a relaxation of this constraint, refining the
cholesterol and amino acid moieties as separate rigid
groups. The CLG packing is determined by the choles-
terol moieties, resulting in a relatively open lattice of
the glutamic acid groups (Figure 3b,c). The average
intermolecular distance between the zwitterionic groups
COO- and NH3

+ is 5 Å, therefore necessitating inter-
calated water molecules in order to achieve an ordered
hydrogen bond network.14

Because the affinity of amino acids for Cu2+ ions is
high, we anticipated that such ions would interlink
neighboring anionic glutamate groups within the CLG
monolayer instead of the aforementioned water mol-
ecules, without inducing pronounced structural rear-
rangement of the steroidal moieties, yet increasing the
monolayer rigidity. This expectation was confirmed
experimentally. The π-A isotherm of a CLG monolayer
on an aqueous copper acetate solution has the same
limiting A as on water but at a slightly higher collapse
pressure (Figure 2a), yielding a better stability of this
monolayer. The GIXD pattern (Figure 2b) exhibits 11
Bragg peaks whose positions are very close to those
observed on water. The oblique unit cell, with dimen-
sions a ) 10.3 Å, b ) 7.5 Å, γ ) 94.1°, contains two
steroid molecules and thus one Cu2+ ion bridging them.
The lattice parameters differ only slightly from those
of the CLG monolayer on water, reflecting a similar
arrangement of the steroidal moieties. However, the
positions of the Bragg rod maxima of the {20}, {01},
and {1-1} reflections, as compared to those observed
on water (Figure 4a-c), indicate a tilt of the whole CLG
molecule along the b-axis calculated to be about 12°, in
addition to the 17° tilt along the a-axis. The first-order
reflections, {10} and {01}, are much stronger when Cu2+

ions are present in the subphase, suggesting a change
in the conformation of the glutamate moieties and a
minor rearrangement of the CLG molecules to accom-
modate intercalated Cu2+ ions to bind to the amino acid
headgroups. This slight modification of the overall
packing arrangement enhances the crystallinity of the
system, according to the crystal coherence length mea-
sured from the widths of the Bragg peaks, twice as large
than on water (Table 3). Further evidence for the
ordered binding of the Cu2+ ion to the glutamate
headgroups is manifested by the presence of the unas-
signed Bragg peak at qxy ) 0.72 Å-1 (Figure 2b, depicted
by the arrow). The Bragg rod of this reflection is
essentially flat, yielding a very small thickness thus
probably indicating an organized layer of Cu2+ ions
(Figure 4d). The d-spacing of this peak, 8.73 Å, corre-
sponds to the 8.75 Å spacing of the {1,-1} reflection of
a supercell as ) a, bs ) 2b. The different x,y positions
of the two Cu2+ ions in the super cell indicate that the
conformations of the “translationally”-related glutamate
groups must be different, as induced by constraints of
binding to the Cu2+ ions.

As was expected, the CLG amphiphiles with or
without Cu2+ ions self-assemble as a monolayer at the
air-water interface, generating a corrugated surface
with hydrophobic chiral grooves exposed to the sub-
phase, appropriate for stereospecific inclusion of water-
soluble hydrophobic amino acids. The area of the unit
cell is 77 Å2 of which ∼48 Å2 is occupied by the
glutamate moieties. The mismatch could allow interca-
lation of short amino acids between the glutamate
groups.

Table 2. SHG Measurements of the Free Subphases and Covered with the CLG Filma

pure
water

CLG on
water

Gly
soln

CLG on
Gly

L-Met
soln

CLG on
L-Met

pure
water

CLG on
water

L-Leu
soln

CLG on
L-Leu

ss 0.03 0.08 0.153 0.071 0.107 0.153 0.111 0.098 0.055 0.067
pp 1.27 4.776 3.152 6.537 2.620 5.169 1.254 5.487 2.238 5.412
a The experiments with L-Leu solutions (soln) were done in a different trough than with Gly and L-Met. Hence, the SFG signals from

pure water and CLG on water were measured twice as a reference.

Figure 3. (a) Observed Bragg rods I(qz) (dotted line) from a
monolayer of CLG on water and calculated Bragg rods (solid
lines) based on a refined molecular structure. (b,c) The refined
structure viewed parallel and normal to the air-water inter-
face. The yellow patches highlight the “pockets” within which
a short amino acid may intercalate.
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CLG on Aqueous Solutions of Amino Acids. The
π-A isotherms of a film of CLG spread on solutions of
water soluble amino acids are more expanded than on
water (Figure 5). The difference in limiting A ranges
from 40 to 90 Å2, depending on the surface activity of
the amino acid in solution. The large isotherm expan-
sion cannot be explained by intercalation of the water
soluble amino acid within the film, which would yield
only a marginal increase of occupied surface area, but
rather by assuming an adsorption of the amino acids
at the interface, with or without intercalation within
the monolayer. The slopes of the isotherms are shal-
lower, which could be due to pressure-induced desorp-
tion of some of the amino acids aggregated at the
interface or occluded within the CLG monolayer. We
tested the assumption of amino acid adsorption by
measuring the sum frequency generation (SHG) signal,

Figure 4. Comparison of the Bragg rods measured on water
and on Cu2+ solution. (a-c) {20}, {01}, {1,-1} reflections; (d)
Bragg rod of the peak at qxy ) 0.72 Å-1 pointed by an arrow
on Figure 2 on the GIXD pattern of CLG spread on copper
acetate solution.

Table 3. Unit Cell Dimensions a, b, and γ, Extracted
From GIXD Data for Thin Films of CLG on Different

Aqueous Subphasesa

subphase a (Å) b (Å) γ (°) As (Å2) L (Å) unit cell content

water 10.2 7.6 92.8 77 300 2 CLG
Cu2+(aq)b 10.3 7.5 94.1 77 600 2 CLG + 1 Cu2+

L-Leu 11.8 10.9 94.5 128 55 3 CLG + 3 L-Leu
9.3 4.8 90.0 45 40 2 L-Leu

L-Leu + Cu2+ 11.8 10.9 94.5 128 200 3 CLG + 3 L-Leu
10.3 7.5 94.1 77 300 2 CLG + 1 Cu2+

D-Leuc 11.9 10.5 91.3 124 40 3 CLG + 2 D-Leu
D-Leu+Cu2+ 11.9 10.5 91.3 124 250 3 CLG + 2 D-Leu

10.3 7.5 94.1 77 580 2 CLG + 1 Cu2+

L-Vald 10.1 7.5 91.3 76 50 2 CLG
D-Val 11.9 10.3 91.1 123 55 3 CLG + 2 D-Val

9.7 5.7 90 55 ∼50 2 D-Val
D-Val + Cu2+ 11.9 10.3 91.1 123 150 3 CLG + 2 D-Val

10.3 7.5 94.1 77 250 2 CLG + 1 Cu2+

L-Ile 9.6 5.2 90 50 55 2 L-Ile
a The unit cell area As was calculated, and the unit cell content

is reported. The average crystalline domain coherence length L
was calculated from the Bragg peak width. Also listed is the
number of CLG and amino acid molecules and Cu2+ ions in the
unit cell content. b The unit cell is actually a superlattice as ) a,
bs ) b. c Note that the GIXD pattern on a D-Leu solution is very
weak as compared to a L-Leu solution. d The GIXD pattern is very
weak but appears to be similar to that of CLG on water.

Figure 5. π-A isotherms for CLG spread on water (black line)
and on several aqueous solutions of water soluble amino acids.
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the intensity of which should increase provided the
amino acids also aggregate at the air-water solution
interface but oriented in the same way as the glutamate
moieties of the CLG monolayer. The oriented adsorption

of the amino acids Gly or L-Met at the CLG-solution
interface is borne out by the significant SFG signal as
compared to that obtained from CLG on water or the
bare solution (Table 2). The behavior of CLG spread on
L-Leu is different; the SHG signal remains the same as
on water. These differences were further elucidated
making use of GIXD. With some amino acids (such as
Gly, L-Gln, and L-Met), the GIXD pattern obtained is
the same as on water (Table 1, Figure 6), which shows
that the solute molecules do not interact with the
monolayer of CLG, whereas for Leu, Val, Phe, and L-Ile,
the pattern is drastically affected.

Thus, we conclude that all of the water soluble amino
acids aggregate at the air-solution interface, but GIXD
demonstrates that of these, the hydrophobic types
interact with the deposited film, inducing a structural
reorganization within the CLG monolayer.

(a) Crystalline Films of CLG on Leu Solutions.
With L-Leu in solution, the Bragg peaks are weaker and
broader than on water; yet, the GIXD pattern is suf-
ficiently rich to permit an X-ray structure factor analysis
providing evidence in favor of intercalation of L-Leu
within the CLG monolayer. The GIXD pattern displays
10 distinct Bragg peaks (Figure 7a). The fwhm of the
Bragg rods indicate the coexistence of two phases. The
film thickness of one phase is 27 Å corresponding to a
monolayer, with cell dimensions a ) 11.9 Å, b ) 10.9
Å, γ ) 94.5°. The unit cell area of ∼129 Å2 can
accommodate three CLG molecules, with a molecular
area of 43 Å2, of which each glutamate moiety covers
an area of ∼22 Å2. The remaining area of 63 Å2 can

Figure 6. GIXD patterns I(qxy) from a film of CLG spread on
water, L-Met, L-Leu, L-Phe, and L-Val (from the top to the
bottom).

Figure 7. (a) GIXD patterns I(qxy) for a film of CLG spread on L-Leu and D-Leu; (b) experimental (dotted line) and calculated
(solid line) Bragg rods corresponding to the bilayer of L-Leu. The molecular model proposed for the bilayer of L-Leu, viewed along
the air-water interface, was not refined.
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accommodate three L-Leu molecules. Thus, a molecular
model containing three CLG and three L-leu molecules
was examined, where the positions and orientations of
the six molecules were adjusted to yield a reasonable
fit between the experimental and the calculated Bragg
rods.

The Bragg peaks corresponding to the second phase
were identified by their Bragg rods indicating a film
thickness of ∼14 Å, which cannot be due to the CLG.
Because the film thickness of 14 Å matches that of the
bilayer repeat in the L-Leu crystal structure (Table 4),15

we attribute these Bragg peaks to a crystalline bilayer
of L-Leu with rectangular cell dimensions a ) 9.3 Å, b
) 4.8 Å. The calculated Bragg rods fit the experimental
profiles and support this hypothesis (Figure 7b). Be-
cause the L-glutamate moieties and L-Leu have the same
sense of chirality, we assume that the monolayer
crystalline film containing CLG and occluded L-Leu
stabilizes the formation of a crystalline L-Leu bilayer.
This interpretation is in agreement with the SHG
measurements: the crystalline bilayer of L-Leu, being
composed of cyclic hydrogen-bonded dimers (see Figure
7b), would not emit a SHG signal so that the signal
measured for CLG on L-Leu should be similar as for
CLG on water. However, because the CLG monolayer
incorporates occluded L-Leu molecules, we must assume
that a significant proportion of these occluded Leu
molecules forms cyclic dimers with Leu molecules from
the subphase. In this way, we can also rationalize the
stability of the crystalline Leu bilayer that coexists with
the CLG monolayer by assuming an “epitaxial” line
contact between the two types of crystals.

The π-A isotherm of a CLG film on D-Leu (Figure 5)
is the same as on L-Leu indicating the presence of D-Leu
at the air-liquid interface. The GIXD pattern of CLG
on D-Leu solution exhibits Bragg peaks decidedly broader
and weaker than those observed for L-Leu, all of which
could be indexed for the unit cell a ) 11.9 Å, b ) 10.5
Å, γ ) 91.3°. The widths of the corresponding Bragg rods
(fwhm ) 0.21 Å-1) show that this phase has a thickness
comparable to a CLG monolayer on water. Thus, there
is no evidence of the formation of a crystalline bilayer
of D-Leu. The weak diffraction pattern suggests that
D-Leu cannot be as easily incorporated as L-Leu between
the glutamate moieties of CLG.

To examine the combined effect of Cu2+ ions and
amino acids in the subphase on the structure and
crystallinity of the CLG film, the steroid was spread on
copper acetate solutions and then the L-Leu amino acid
was injected beneath the film. Less than 1 h after
deposition, two phases are observed by GIXD; one is the
phase with CLG bridged by Cu2+ ions as had been
observed on an aqueous Cu acetate solution (Figure 2b),
and the other is the CLG/L-Leu mixed monolayer,
similar to that observed in the absence of Cu2+ ions
(Figure 7a, top) but with longer coherence lengths (Table

3). It is noteworthy that the Bragg peaks corresponding
to the crystalline bilayer of L-Leu were not present
indicating that the latter was not formed. GIXD mea-
surements performed after 2.5 h show the existence of
the CLG/Cu2+ monolayer exclusively, with a significant
increase in Bragg peak intensity, due to an increase of
the material formed by this phase. Similar behavior was
observed for a D-Leu solution, which is given in Figure
8. These observations indicate that the complexation of
the glutamate moiety of the CLG monolayer with Cu2+

is governed by a kinetic process. Perhaps it can also be
concluded that the amino acids being injected soon after
deposition on an aqueous Cu2+ subphase first interca-
late within the CLG monolayer before being drawn into
the subphase in order to be more favorably complexed
with Cu2+ ions, free in solution. Additionally, with Cu2+

present, the amino acid bilayer is not observed, sup-
porting the fact that Leu must be complexed with Cu2+

within the subphase, noting that the three-dimensional
(3D) crystals obtained from such a complex are not
layerlike.16 Comparing the coherence lengths of the
CLG/D-Leu and CLG/L-Leu monolayer domains (Table
4), D-Leu induces a more crystalline phase than L-Leu
in the presence of Cu2+ ions, but we note that these
structures are transient. This result supports similar
studies of micelle-enhanced ultrafiltration experiments
performed with CLG and Cu2+, in which the interactions
of the glutamate moieties with Leu afforded enanti-
oseparation in favor of D-Leu.2

(b) Crystalline Films of CLG on Val Solutions.
The diffraction patterns of CLG spread on solutions of
L-Val or D-Val (see Figures 6 and 9) are also different
from that on water. Both enantiomers interact with the
monolayer, but in contrast to what was observed for
Leu, the D-Val gives a GIXD pattern with more intense
and narrower peaks than L-Val. For L-Val, the few peaks
all appear to belong to a unique phase, about 28 Å thick
according to the fwhm of the Bragg rods along qz ) 0.22
Å-1, in agreement with monolayer formation of CLG,
probably incorporating L-Val. For D-Val (Figure 9), the
shapes of the Bragg rod indicate the coexistence of two
phases. The seven reflections in Figure 9 arising from
CLG on D-Val solution, which each depict a single Bragg
rod modulation with a fwhm along qz ) 0.22 Å-1 and
yield an oblique unit cell of dimensions a ) 11.9 Å, b )
10.3 Å, γ ) 91.1°. This reflection set thus corresponds
to a CLG monolayer structure of thickness 28 Å,
incorporating D-Val molecules between the glutamate
moieties. The two remaining reflections, at qxy ) 1.1 and
1.3 Å-1, each vaguely show two intensity modulations
along their Bragg rods, suggesting multilayer formation.
When indexed {11} and {20}, these two reflections
correspond to a rectangular unit cell of dimensions a )
9.8 Å, b ) 5.7 Å, similar to those of the 3D crystal
structure of D-Val17 (Table 4), thus indicating bilayer
formation of D-Val, coexisting with the CLG monolayer.
Because D-Val does not spontaneously crystallize at the
air-water interface, we conclude that the mixed mono-
layer of CLG/D-Val stabilizes the pure D-Val bilayer
phase.

Upon introduction of D-Val in the Cu2+ ion solution,
there are once again two phases observed as with the
Leu/Cu2+ system. Less than 1 h after deposition, a phase
corresponding to CLG bridged by Cu2+ ions coexists with

Table 4. Unit Cell Dimensions of 3D Crystal Structures
of the Enantiomeric (L or D) Amino Acids Leu, Val, Phe,

and Ile

a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) â (°) space group

L-Leu 9.61 5.31 14.72 93.8 P21
L-Val 9.71 5.27 12.06 90.8 P21
L-Phe 13.59 10.23 6.48 90.0 P212121
L-Ile 9.75 5.32 14.12 95.8 P21
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a CLG D-Val mixed monolayer phase similar to what
was observed in the absence of Cu2+ ions. The coherence
length is three times larger for the CLG/D-Val mixed
monolayer phase when the Cu2+ ions are present (Table
3). The peaks of the second phase diminish in intensity
with time until disappearance. Additionally, with Cu2+

present, the pure amino acid D-Val phase is not ob-
served.

(c) Crystalline Films of CLG on Ile and Phe
Solutions. With L-Ile in the subphase, the GIXD
pattern (Figure 9) shows mainly two narrow peaks at
qxy ) 1.31 Å-1 and qxy ) 1.365 Å-1 that can be indexed
as the {20} and {11} reflections of the rectangular unit
cell a ) 9.59 Å, b ) 5.25 Å. Their Bragg rods yield a
film thickness of about 18 Å. These dimensions are close
to those measured in the 3D crystal structure of L-Ile18

(Table 3); thus, as for L-Leu, we attribute these reflec-
tions to a crystalline bilayer of L-Ile. The presence of
only poorly crystalline CLG domains obviously occluding
L-Ile as given by a large intensity bump centered at qxy
) 1.091 Å-1 indicates that L-Ile is not as well-suited as
Leu or Val to be intercalated within the CLG monolayer.
We reconcile the poorly ordered monolayer of CLG plus
occluded L-Ile with the proposed formation of a highly
crystalline L-Ile bilayer by assuming that the monolayer
is able to catalyze the crystallization of the L-Ile bilayer.

The GIXD patterns obtained on solutions of L-Phe or
D-Phe are very weak, barely analyzable, and they both
seem to be the same. The fact that the interaction
between the CLG monolayer and the Phe is not sensitive
to chirality probably indicates that the Phe molecules
are not intercalated within the monolayer due to their
shape and size. The phenyl ring is too bulky to fit
between the glutamate moieties of the CLG.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated via the experimental tech-
niques of GIXD, π-A isotherms, and SHG that it is
possible to obtain, by design, the intercalation of guest
molecules at corrugated surfaces of thin films at the
air-aqueous solution interface and to characterize the
structure. Our results show that the incorporation of
water soluble amino acids within the host monolayer
of CLG depends mainly upon the hydrophobicity, shape,
flexibility, and chirality of the amino acid solute mol-
ecules. For example, convincing evidence was found for
stereo- and enantiospecific adsorption of L-Leu and of

Figure 8. GIXD pattern obtained from a CLG monolayer deposited on an aqueous solution of D-Leu and copper acetate. The top
pattern was obtained 30 min after spreading the film and corresponds to the two phases depicted in the top scheme. Both phases
are monolayers of CLG, one bound to Cu2+ ions and the other occluding D-Leu. The arrows point out the reflections vanishing
with time and compression of the film. The bottom GIXD pattern was measured 2.5 h after spreading and corresponds to the
unique phase depicted on the right.

Figure 9. Bragg peaks, I(qxy) for a film of CLG spread on
L-Leu, D-Val, L-Val, and L-Ile.
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D-Val within the grooves of the corrugated surface of
the CLG monolayer leading to a highly crystalline
system, whereas intercalation of D-Leu and L-Val and
of D- and L-Ile leading to an ordered system was only
suggestive. It is noteworthy, as might be predicted, that
the CH2-C6H5 group of Phe is too large, too rigid, and
does not have the required shape to fit within the
corrugated surface, indicating that size and shape are
also limiting factors for the amino acid intercalation.
This type of intercalation of some of the hydrophobic
amino acids within the grooves of the CLG monolayer
is similar to the intercalation of the quinoline type drugs
onto the fast-growing corrugated face of the malaria
pigment crystals, which results in crystal growth inhibi-
tion.19

These hybrid monolayers appear to promote nucle-
ation of the crystalline bilayer of pure amino acid
phases. The aggregation of the hydrophobic amino acids
at the water surface was apparent in the dramatic
expansion in the isotherms, whereby the relative degree
of expansion could be directly correlated with the
hydrophobicity of the amino acid. As hydrophobic amino
acids form layerlike structures in three dimensions, they
are suitable for crystallization in two dimensions at the
air-water interface.

As expected, the Cu2+ ions increase the crystallinity
of the CLG monolayer by enhancing the binding be-
tween the CLG molecules. Two monolayer phases are
formed in the added presence of the water soluble
hydrophobic amino acids in the solution, composed of
the CLG molecules interlinked via Cu2+ ions as well as
the phase made up of CLG and intercalated amino acids.
With time, this hybrid system converts to the existing
phase CLG bound via Cu2+ only suggesting that the
occluded amino acids preferentially diffuse from the
monolayer to form a stronger complex with Cu2+ ions
in solution.
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